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  : November 12, 2014 10:34 pm • : Face to Face Sales •  :  ( words)   We often refer to the brain as having two hemispheres: the left, largely responsible for logic, and the right, predominately responsible for creativity. This description fits what we know to be the cortex or new brain; however, there is a third dimension, the hypo-thalamus or pre-historic brain, which is in fact the brain stem and is solely responsible for instincts.
Bruno Catellani of the Institute of Communication, Management and Sales in Switzerland refers to the pre-historic brain as the ‘Guard’ or ‘Gatekeeper.’
The ‘Gatekeeper’s’ sole function is to decide whether you are a friend or a foe; it is incapable of thought or rationalization and reacts purely on instinct by how it perceives your approach.
If one’s initial approach stresses the ‘Gatekeeper,’ it will switch on the fight/flight response and part of this process includes shutting down all other message receptors which means any opportunity one had to communicate has just been totally closed off.
It’s absolutely true that one never gets a second chance to make a first impression.
Building the language of trust is the first step to successful customer service, which translates into building sales.
So, if the ‘Gatekeeper’ doesn’t think, does the initial ‘Language of Trust’ have to be verbal? No, the first impression one delivers is based on instinct alone.
The signals that an individual needs to give out in the first 10 to 20 seconds are instinctive, i.e. one’s body language translated by his/her movements, gestures, facial expression and eye contact are open and relaxed – voice modulation and tone are calm, the speed of one’s speech is controlled and gentle and finally, one must not invade the customer’s space.
Other factors, which will influence the ‘Gatekeepers’ decision as to whether an individual is a friend or foe, are, the person’s appearance, clothes, smell, enthusiasm and posture.
Once the individual is past this initial first impression, he/ she can get on with developing a relationship with his/ her prospect.
 Professor Albert Mehrabian of UCLA broke communication down into three “V’s” as follows:
	Verbal:  The message itself; i.e. the words you use.
	Vocal:  The sound of your voice, intonation, projection, pitch and speed of your voice.
	Visual:  The posture and gestures, facial expression and eye movement that people see.

 The Thomas Gordon Institute added another dimension to this research and came up with: 
	Words: Verbal
	Voice: Vocal
	Face: Visual
	Body: Visual

Both institutions measured the effectiveness of each component of communication and it’s contribution to believability. Here are the results of their respective research:
	 UCLA		 Thomas Gordon 	
	 Verbal 	7%	 Words 	7%
	 Vocal 	38%	 Voice 	23%
	 Visual 	55%	 Face 	35%
			 Body 	35%
	 TOTAL 	100%		100%

So, the first step in delivering Great Customer Service to Create Great Sales is: To approach and greet one’s suspect/prospect with open, friendly body language coupled with soothing, gentle voice modulation. The total focus in this step is to get past the ‘Gatekeeper’ so that one is able to develop and build rapport and open the prospect’s message receptors.
The words themselves are not that important, a simple “Hi, how are you today,” is a good ice breaker.
About ActionCOACH
Brad Sugars founded the brand Action International in 1993 when he realized there was a disconnect between business advice and implementation. The answer was Action! Brad Sugars created a business coaching company so that business owners throughout the world can realize their goals in business. Today the company is known as ActionCOACH. To learn more about business, visit Brad Sugars Review blog!
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 Brad Sugars started ActionCOACH in 1993 and today the company is internationally recognized as the leading global business coaching firm and one of the leading and most awarded franchises in the world.  Today, ActionCOACH operates in over 70 countries and has more than 1,000 coaches around the world, coaching 15,000 businesses every week to bring them ever greater achievement and success.
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 Discover how ActionCOACH can further help you and your Business	 
Executive Coaching
  Take the comprehensive approach to Leadership  
	 
Group Coaching
  Part of Group Coaching is that our members work in a group setting with other business owners  
	 
1-to-1 Coaching
  A Business Coach will help you develop long-term and short term goals and strategies  
	 
Workshops
  Training in the business world is absolutely critical. With ActionCOACH's workshops, you will get better employees  
	 
Webinars
  ActionCOACH offers engaging and eye-opening webinars that could help your business.  
	 
Product Ladder
  We’ve developed an impressive array of workshops, seminars and services that fit the needs of virtually every business  

Real People. Real Results.®
 We know we're good, but don't take our word for it. Hear it from these people who have found success through ActionCOACH Business Coaching [image: ] “  Lee Gray is fantastic! I recently met with her regarding coaching for a NFP in which I am on the board. She is a fantastic listener, asked very relevant thought-provoking questions and helped us to think about our growth in a way we had never been pr…  Tammy Bieker Gonzales, Marketing Manager MTG Family Mortgage, Kansas, USA

 [image: User Pic] “  Excellent my coach Luke Kay has helped me transform my business into a profitable one that operates without me.  Julie Wong, Head of Communications LEO Pharma, United Kingdom

 [image: conference] “  I have been studying business coaching and consulting platforms for a decade and there is no system more comprehensive and empowering for fast, profitable, and sustainable impacts than the ActionCOACH system!  Matt Barbey, Strategy Director Village Voice, New York, NY

 [image: Photo] “  Action Coach is a phenomenal group dedicated to growing your business! Brad Sugars is an incredibly talented and intelligent leader who is adept at propelling businesses and business owners forward by taking the right 'actions'. His comprehensive Act…  Peter and Korrie Wiszniak, CEO Churchill Park, Calgary, AB

 [image: Photo] “  The best thing for my business was hiring a coach. As a former professional athlete, I always had a coach. Now, being a business owner, I have found business to be the most competitive sport around and my coach keeps me accountable and drives results…  Korey McMahon, Marketing Consultant McMahon Marketing, Norman, OK




                               ActionCOACH - Business Coaching. 
Since 1997, ActionCOACH has served thousands of businesses and their owners around the world and in every category imaginable.  By showing owners how to get more time, better teams in their companies and more money on their bottom-line. […More]

ActionCOACH Global HQ
  5781 S Fort Apache Road 
 Las Vegas, Nevada 89148 USA 
   1.888.483.2828    info@actioncoach.com 
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